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Newsletter 4 (2018-2019)

Since this year we begin the main objectives of Spiritual Nature Farm
projects.

If you remember the last year, the project was with lot of construction projects and we hardly
took time to reach our objectives. This year too we have done the rest of the building projects
to improve the basic living conditions. Apart from that we have almost reached the following 
objectives. 
1.  Maintaining farmland naturally as well as  spiritually where we don’t  disturb the natural
surrounding,  but breeding more and more micro-organisms in the soil  using organic liquid
fertilizers and compost (organic waste), while respecting always the nature and wildlife.
2.  Attempting  to  search  for  different  ways  and  means  of  growing  rice  organically  while
practicing different pesticides and liquid fertilizer.
3.Training seeds such as long beans, pumpkin, wing beans, ginger, tomato; chili etc. to breed
more for the future farming and consumption.
4.Working  with  community;  gathering  youth  in  the  village  to  work  together  and  making
awareness  programs  regarding  nature,  natural  farming  and  unity  and  organizing  different
festivals.
5.With the children in the village those who are coming to the farm to learn, we have begun
different activities  other than English lessons such as sports, extra activities, planting and yoga.
6.Reforestation; Initiation of planting trees in dry zone area where people face lack of water
and rainfall by distributing the first 600 jakfruit plants.

We are grateful to the following volunteers who took part in SN Farm projects though some of the
volunteer refused to come in Sri Lanka due to the unexpected attack in Colombo on the 21st of April.

1. Vincent – France
2. Lucy – Belgium

3. Antonin – France
4.Suzon and Baptiste – France

5. Ruth – Germany
6. Benjamin – Australia

7. Claire and Clara – France
8. Amelie and    Daniel  - from Australia

9.Thomas and Elodie  -  from France
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Vincent who helped first  to send you the last  newsletter  was a very motivated volunteer for three
months. Soon after he arrived we planted few plants in pots. Then he had to wait for the rest of the
work till the road is done as it was too hard for a vehicle to come up due to mud.
“At the beginning with the continuation of the road, I was not really a useful volunteer; more like a
home cleaner who helped Umanga. Fortunately with the time step by step I’ve found my place in the
farm.” he says in his record.

During his time our main work was to grow paddy(rice) in our own farmland. Normally the rice I
grown in muddy lands with water.   So it is a challenge, but we wanted to try if paddy can be grown in
normal land without lot of water which could be useful to the people in dry zone. But unfortunately
after lot of work of Vincent, Lucy the next volunteer  and all of us,  our first attempt was failed. This
time we have grown traditional rice but not in the farm area but in rice fields of mother of Niroshan
where people have got lot of problems due to chemical farming. We hope to make it successful.

Vincent and Lucy joined together to put concrete on the edges of the road to avoid damaging the edges.
Vincent who never wanted to relax took his time to pick cloves(a spice) in the morning before to clean
the compound, feed the chicken and hunt them from the forest to the cadge. Also to fix things which
are broken, to clean and arrange where ever it is dirty or messed.  Both Lucy and Vincent helped to
bring tiles from the temple to the farm on a truck and they fixed the borders of plots in the garden with
tiles to make the plots permanent and avoid erosion.
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However he did his best to help other people which was one of his expectation even after he was joined
by both Vincent and Antonin. Three of them together could harvest coffee, pepper, cloves, coconut and
ariconut. Finally they were able to drink home made coffee prepared by themselves which was very
interesting.

Sometimes they enjoyed clearing the forest cutting branches with a big knife( machette) climbing trees
with the help of a ladder while they come across snakes or accidental cut on hand (of Lucy)

It was unforgettable the days we celebrated Christmas, 31st night and Lucy’s birthday with lot of food
both local and European after cooking whole day.
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During some days Lucy was very fond of giving lessons
for the children in the village making their  own lesson plans with Vincent.  Thanks to the various
attempts they had taken , the children could improve their English knowledge. They spent their leisure
time reading or playing chess on the roof top. 
But after the departure of Vincent ,Lucy and Antonin took over a big task to pick cloves during many
many hours of the day. Though it was not difficult,  they had to be patient on this task as we had
harvested more than 200 kilos of cloves from the garden during this time. 

However after Lucy departed, Antonin worked along with us  for the next construction project of the
farm which was to build a wall in front of the house to prevent landslide. So he moved roots of huge
trees  with  the  help  of  Niroshan and he  helped everybody by carrying  cement,  building  materials,
digging holes, carrying heavy buckets of concrete and taking pictures as well till the wall I finished.
The next task was to fill the gap between the house and the wall with soil. So he started cutting soil
with another worker from the behind of the house. Finally after working for at least two weeks or more,
we were able to complete this great wall.
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After  he  departed  we continued  to  take  care  of  the  plants  grown by Vincent,  Lucy,  Antonin  and
maintaining  the field. And also we had to be prepared for the Sri Lankan New Year Festival with the
arrival of Suzon and Baptiste. When they were coming, the kitchen was half built and we wanted to
start cooking with fire in the new kitchen with the new year. So we started to plaster the walls, fixing
tiles and making the chimney with the furnace. So they filtered sand for all these purposes. While the
plaster is going on in the kitchen with the professionals, they could fill more and more soil for the wall.
They were so much energetic and hardworking to move the most difficult rocky part of the earth and
after working so hard for several weeks, they made it no more dangerous and much more comfortable
place with the view on the front. Time to time they gave some lessons for the kids while they spent
Suzon’s  birthday  playing  with  them  and  giving  them  candies  while  planting  flowers  including
sunflower. 
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They put ginger on lot of plots in the garden as we had a good harvest
from which the last year volunteers grew and we are so glad that we have organic ginger to grow more.
At the same time they never forget to take time caring children as most of other volunteers and to teach
them some french and make them improved in English. After the unexpected and unfortunate extremist
attack  on  21st of  April  in  Colombo,  they  decided  to  visit  Maldives  during  the  rest  of  their  time.
However thanks to them we shared lot of knowledge about chemistry as they were chemical Engineers,
their lifestyle, satisfaction and happiness. And we are happy to meet them as they were a lovely and a
different couple from Europe. 

“Individually and as a couple we won a lot here” - Suzon and Baptiste  

Though the next volunteers who expected  to take part in the project refused to come in Sri Lanka, a
German lady named Ruth willingly joined us for a short time. It was a great meeting as she was more
matured, experienced and was more spiritual woman who thinks and acts quite like our family. She is a
bee keeper in Germany and also a teaching instructor by profession. So we got lot of opportunities to
share her knowledge, experiences, suggestions and guidance for the future of the projects. While she
was in the farm she prepare more plants of jakfruit and prepared a pit for compost. And we traveled to
the mountains and lakes near to the farm.

Recently we harvested chillie from plants which they grew during their 
time. Suzon and Baptiste helped us to make the initiative five hundred plants 
of jakfruit to be planted in dry zone area, which is the first and one of the 
main projects in SN Farm to help reforestation. At the moment these plants 
are already in Northwest part of Sri Lanka where people are struggling with 
lack of water and rainfall. They will be shared and planted in each family 
and we wish to expand this project every year during the monsoon in other 
parts of the dryzone, as we are willing to support our mother nature. 

“The SNF project had gathered everything that we wanted”
 Suzon and Baptiste
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Afterwards Claire and Clara  joined Ben who those girls studies marketing . For a month of time they 
could do various activities into the farm. They traveled to the mountains with Ben by jeep which was a 
wonderful trip for everybody.

Also she joined the youth gathering organized by Niroshan and the 
monk in the village temple to convince our young people about the 
importance of understanding how man harms the nature and other 
global issues.  We appreciate her generosity to offer sports items for 
the youth. During the English classes the children managed to make a 
necklace from what she had brought which was a different experience 
and a present for them. 

And also we were able to learn and practice different ways of mental 
culture under her instructions. After she was back in Germany, she 
sent us a bottle of honey from her bees with some other presents and 
we are very grateful for it.  

Then it was a usual visitor to SN Farm who made his third visit to see 
the new farm land. His name is Ben from Australia. He could help 
Niroshan for his new research of making compost with jack fruits 
which is an available resources in SRI LANKA. So they collected 
jack fruits which are going to be waste under the trees into the 
compost house. And he help to prepare the liquid fertilizer that can 
help the soil to produce more micro-organisms and enhance the soil 
fertility. Not only that but also he gave lessons in English for the kids 
and did many extra activities to improve English  speaking, writing 
and understanding .
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For Ben’s last day he worked hard to put liquid 
fertilizer on each plot in the garden which was not an 
easy job. after Ben’s departure we were expecting 
that he will come back for a longer time , Claire and 
Clara joined us to visit Kandy and perahera which is 
magnificant cultural festival in Sri Lanka.

We picked plenty of avocados with 
them from the garden and 
accidentally one avocado fell out on 
Claire's back. However they were 
able to prepare some guacamole and 
to taste organic fruits from the 
garden. 
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They really enjoyed the time with our children and the children from the village to teach them English,
to play with them, to sing “big cat “song and even to do some yoga and planting jack fruit.

In the garden, they covered the surface flat with straw after putting the liquid fertilizer and mixed the
new compost time to time. Also they cleaned a part of land to grow  more things in the future.

During the rest of their time, Claire and Clara prepared a page on you tube and upload videos about our
previous volunteers. Because of that more people could be interested to visit and work with us at SN
Farm.
They were also glad to be participated in a family occasion which was the first meeting of two new
families whose children are going to be married and it  was different cultural experience. However
before they leave the farm they received many gifts and souvenirs from the children who are still
missing them. 
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Daniel and  Amelie joined us for a very short time while they were 
traveling in Sri Lanka.  At first they began cleaning the garden which 
was going to wild. And they practiced some positions of Yoga and 
learned to cook different local dishes. And also we could harvest some 
 wing beans from the garden. While they were here in the farm 
Umanga was going to restart her career as an English teacher in a new 
school at Matale. And so they cooperated a lot for the family to make 
the things go easy. Finally Daniel decided to get a tatoo from Sri 
Lanka on his arm and their last days were gone with the tatoo done in 
the farm itself.
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Thomas  who is a bee keeper in Brittany took part in our 
projects with Elodie who is a student of architecture. 
Though we did not grow due to the heavy rainfall we could 
clear the garden and work with villagers to do some public 
work. Also we moved from the farm to Niroshan’s 
mother’s place where we grow traditional rice and Thomas 
supported to put the fertilizer to the field while we were 
there  for the election and we  could participate in different 
celebrations. Thomas made a bee box for the farm to start 
bee keeping.  Even they stayed short time they became 
very familiar to the children and us and also to the village.
And they had different experiences in various projects.
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Pictures

Main Work in this Year

1.Finishing the road and putting concrete on the edges.
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2.Preparing organic  liquid fertilizer and insecticides. 

3. The first harvesting of Cloves (spice) in the new farmland. We bought a bush cutting machine with 
the income of its harvest.
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4. The wall in front of the house.

5. New kitchen
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6. Planting  600 jakfruit trees
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7.Organic traditional Rice planting using bio liquid fertilizer in home town

8.New Compost house
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9.  Public work with the community
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Best regards and looking forwards for next letter .

Umanga and Niroshan .
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